When speakers detect a problem in what they are saying, they must decide whether or not to interrupt themselves and repair the problem, and if so, when. Speakers will maximize accuracy if they interrupt themselves as soon as they detect a problem, but they will maximize fluency if they go on speaking until they are ready to produce the repair. Speakers must choose between these options. In a corpus analysis, we identified 448 speech repairs, classified them as major (as in a fresh start) or minor (as in a phoneme correction), and measured the interval between suspension and repair. The results showed that speakers interrupted themselves not at the moment they detected the problem but at the moment they were ready to produce the repair. Speakers preferred fluency over accuracy.
Introduction
Putting ideas into words proceeds through stages from conceptual planning to articulatory encoding (Levelt, 1989) . Things can go wrong at any of these stages, and speakers monitor their speech to identify these problems. When they do detect a problem, they must decide whether or not to interrupt their speech to repair it, and if so, when.
Deciding how to handle problems in speaking is constrained by several demands. One demand is to be accurate, to provide correct information. Another is to be fluent, to produce utterances in a timely fashion (Clark, 1996 (Clark, , 2002 . Speakers have to balance these competing demands. If they interrupt themselves the moment they detect a problem, they may have to pause to plan the repair. And by pausing, they risk losing the floor, appearing ineloquent or opting out (Clark & Wasow, 1998) . But if speakers do not interrupt themselves right away, they may say something inaccurate, potentially leading to a misunderstanding. Different accounts have been given of how speakers balance these competing demands.
Speakers who prefer accuracy should suspend speaking as soon as they detect a problem in their production. This assumption underlies the Main Interruption Rule Hypothesis (MIR): speakers interrupt their entire speech production upon detecting trouble (Levelt, 1983 (Levelt, , 1989 Nooteboom, 1980) . Speakers interrupt instantly for outright errors (left instead of right), suspending within a word. But they delay the interruption to complete the current word under articulation when the word is merely inappropriate (e.g., the blank uh white circle), or when it is correct (left side uh right side; side is correct, but left is not). Speakers plan and process the following repair only after the suspension, during the so-called cut-off-to-repair interval (see Fig. 1 ). We will refer to the planning and processing of a repair as replanning.
According to MIR, speakers start replanning only after suspension. But if replanning takes time, speakers can never resume with a cut-off-to-repair interval of zero ms. And yet there are cases of repairs with zero ms cut-off-to-repair intervals (Blackmer & Mitton, 1991; Oomen & Postma, 2002) . In these cases, speakers must have replanned part or the entire repair before they suspended speech.
